
DECENTRALIZED SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORM

Community platform will be a limited-access forum. Users need

to obtain an NFT to access. Platform itself is a DAO.

The Onion Club DAO has a community that will vote on

community projects, platform upgrades and so forth.

Each DAO has governance. In this DAO we will establish a

treasury. The treasury will act as a secured vault

The platform is decentralized, which will be characterized by

free speech as well as the highest level of security and privacy

for users.

The Onion Club is not interested in any users data or selling it.

Instead of stealing from our users, we will employ a DAO as a

SocialFi platform with several dApps for commercial use to

ensure monetization.

The Onion Club is a group with highly extensive software

engineering know-how. Thus, this project is based on two

core principles:

Privacy by Design (PbD)

Security by Design (SbD)

The Onion Club will be the safest decentralized social
media product as it guarantees user's privacy rights and
secures any shared information. 

The Onion Club is a decentralized WEB3 social
network (SocialFi) project where the critical
essence is the privacy and security of its users.

Allow Forbes to de�ne SocialFi: 

"In the Web3 revolution, social networks are
likely to transform into a powerful ecosystem

called social �nance—SocialFi, for short—that
will merge the existing capabilities of social

networks with blockchain and NFTs. As a

decentralized network, it will see the onus of
data ownership shift from social networks back

to the users themselves."
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dApps MARKETPLACE

CONTACTCORE TEAM

CHAT - A communication dApp will play a pivotal role. It will  function

as a peer-to-peer direct communication tool, with zero-store policy, 

where you can also secure this communication via a cryptographic
cypher

B2B -  denotes trading conducted  online between businesses. This

dApp will only focus on the companies and the real B2B market. The

companies are all standing doxed.

B2C - denotes trades conducted online between businesses and

consumers. B2C is utilized to bring "common people": creators, devs,

and in�uencers together so they can conduct commerce

CREATOR - The platform will focus on free speech and quality of

content where the creators will be rewarded for their content and

own it

www.onionclub.io

info@onionclub.io

twitter.com/onionclub_io

In The Onion Club's Marketplace, all companies and individuals from

the B2C and B2B will create their own pro�les space or page where

they introduce themselves and share their services and resume.

The Onion Club Marketplace is an environment where creators, devs,

in�uencers and companies can promote their business and highlight

their strengths. The system will assign a trust level based on

information provided. With privacy protocols running in the
background, it will be a top-notch and fully secured system.

The Onion Club Marketplace users are rewarded for their contributions and 
their promotion levels will re�ect this. Promotion levels will show rankings in 
speci�c topic �elds. 
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